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DMV Select Office to Open in Dinwiddie County
DINWIDDIE – Dinwiddie County and the Commissioner of the Revenue have partnered with the
Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) to open a DMV Select office. The new DMV
Select office, located in the office of the Commissioner of the Revenue, at 14010 Boydton Plank
Road, will officially open July 25, 2022.
DMV contracts with local governments to offer customers vehicle-related transactions at DMV
Select locations. Transactions that can be conducted at DMV Selects include vehicle titles and
registrations, license plates and decals, disabled parking placards, transcripts, voter registration
applications, and more. The Dinwiddie DMV Select office will also sell E-Z Pass transponders.
The Dinwiddie DMV Select office will be open for walk-in service Monday through Friday from
9 am – 4:30 pm. The new location will also periodically host DMV Connect visits, the first of
which is scheduled for September 21-22, 2022.
“DMV Select is a convenient benefit for our residents and those of the surrounding area. I am
thrilled to offer these DMV services in my office, as it strengthens the County’s commitment to
provide efficient, effective, and excellent customer service.”, said Commissioner of the Revenue
Lori Stevens. Stevens continued, “Having these services conveniently located in the center of our
County, will save residents valuable time.”
Harrison Moody, Chairman of the Board of Supervisors added, “The ability to access DMV Select
services locally is a huge benefit to our rural locality. We are pleased to be able to provide this
added convenience to our citizens and are grateful for the partnership with DMV which allows us
to do so.”
For additional information on DMV Select services, visit www.dmvNOW.com/select.
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